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Kristin DeCarmine letter -February 16, 2007 

Reference: 12 Day Pre-General Report (10/1/06-10/18/07) 

 

This letter responds to inquiries on your letter dated February 16, 2007.   

 

- The Committee disclosed $19,397 to vendor, MacWilliams, Robinson & Partners, Inc for "Media Buy- Radio Ads" on 

Schedule B, line 21b.  The amount represented a deposit of funds that were to be used for an independent expenditure 

communication planned for a future date.  On or before the date that the communication occurred and the TV Spots aired, 

the Committee properly disclosed such communications on 24 Hour reports and on Schedule E, on the Committee's 

Post-General Election report.  The Committee's deposit of $19,397 was disclosed as part of the 24 Hour Report FEC Filing 

- # 251971 and on the Post-General Report Schedule E - $63,101. 

 

The Committee's reversal of the $19,397 on line 21b was input in the FEC File software, FEC File transaction ID 82710.  

Because the aggregate dollars for this vendor became zero for line 21b, the software does not appear to print or 

otherwise visually show or report the reversal.  This software anomaly will hold true for all of the Committee's 21b 

reversing transactions that "zero out" previously disclosed 21b entries. 

 

- The Committee disclosed $4,891 to vendor, The Campaign Group for "Media Buy- TV/Radio Ads" on Schedule B, line 21b.  

The amount represented an unused, candidate attributable portion of funds paid to this vendor in the pre election period 

and was to be used for an independent expenditure communication planned for a future date.  On or before the date that 

the communication occurred and the TV Spots aired, the Committee properly disclosed such communication on 24 Hour 

reports and on Schedule E, on the Committee's Post-General Election report.  The $4,891 was disclosed as part of the 24 

Hour Report FEC Filing - # 249446 and on the Post-General Report Schedule E - $256,720. 

 

The Committee's reversal of the $4,891 on line 21b was input in the FEC File software, FEC File transaction ID 80819.  

Because the aggregate dollars for this vendor became zero for line 21b, the software does not appear to print or 

otherwise visually show or report the reversal.  This software anomaly will hold true for all of the Committee's 21b 

reversing transactions that "zero out" previously disclosed 21b entries. 

 

 


